20’ Gull Floor Setup Instructions
* verify all parts are present
according to parts list before
assembling.
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* Keep graphics rolled when
removing and inserting into case.
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20' - 3 X 8 CURVED

3 ft
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STANDARD PARTS
pop-up frame
channel bars in fabric case
plastic peg caps
fabric panels 88½” H x 27”W
endcap panels 88½” H x 25½”W
halogen lights
light cords
spare halogen bulb

LIGHT CLIPS

LIGHT CLIPS

Remove frame from the case and place
on table top with the light clips on top
and facing towards you.

Insert plastic peg caps into slots on
upper part of frame. Four on the front
and two on the back.

Open the popup frame halfway by
pulling up and out on the center of the
frame.

Once the frame is open halfway,
slide the halogen lights onto the light
clips and insert the power cord into the
back of the light.

LIGHTS

Open the frame to its full open position.
Once the frame is completely
expanded, it will remain in the fully
opened position. Repeat with second

Insert magnetic bars into frame. Start at
the top, push the pointed end into the
slot. Slide bottom of bar over metal peg
to lock into place. Insert next bar into
bottom of previous bar.

Continue inserting magnetic bars on
front and then insert one column of bars
on each back corner.

Attach fabric panels. Locate notches on
top of panel and slide notch over peg
cap. Unroll panel allowing it to attach
magnetically to half of the magnetic bar
as it unrolls. Repeat for all front panels
and join frames together with end panel.
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To attach endcap panels, locate notches
on top of panel and slide notch over peg
cap. Unroll panel allowing it to attach to
half the magnetic bar on the front and
half of the magnetic bar on the back.

Display should appear as shown. Attach
graphic panels by placing onto fabric
panels in desired locations.
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To store the unit, remove panels, endcaps, channel bars, peg caps and lights.
Collapse frame. Stack panels and graphics with fabric and graphics side up. Roll
up and insert into case. Insert frame and channel bars into case. Pack lights and
peg caps into case cover. Close lid and secure all latches.

